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You are about to add a shade and rain shelter to the front

door of your bell tent for extra comfort at camp. Made from

the same durable 11.5 oz canvas as our tents, this

waterproof awning is a simple way to extend the footprint

of your tent. The added space can be used to keep camp

gear, to escape from the sun, or another location for a

sleeping cot.

Grab a friend or set it up on your own by following these

simple instructions.  

1 x canvas awning

7 x guy lines 

the longest guy line is

for the entrance

1 x entrance pole

7 x metal stakes

WHAT'S IN THE KIT?
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With a hammer and metal peg handy,
extend the canvas awning away from the

tent and insert the awning pole to the

center grommet parallel to the tent door

connection.  

Grab the guy line rope adjacent the center

pole, and firmly pull away from the tent to

create tension on the canvas awning &

pole.  

Extent the guy line rope outwards and

stake into the ground.  

Tighten the guy line with the rope

tensioner.

STEP 1:   ATTACH THE GUY LINE ROPES
(initial set-up)

You will need to initially tie the 6 of the short

guy line ropes to long, outer sides of the

awning - we suggest a slip knot to easily

remove them if ever necessary.  The longest

rope should be tied to the loop above the

front entrance, where the awning pole will be

placed furthest from the tent.

TIP:  Perform the above on a clean surface.

Unroll the awning until it is folded in half.

STEP 2:   ATTACH AWNING TO TENT
Insert the center grommet from the short side

of the awning onto the metal finger above

your tent door. Replace the rain cap.

STEP 3:  ADD THE AWNING POLE 
& SECURE 1st GUY LINE ROPE

This step is easiest with a partner 
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STEP 4: SECURE 6 GUY LINES ALONG THE
SIDES OF AWNING
Start with one of the guy line ropes closest to

the door. Extend it away from the awning and

secure into the ground with a peg. 

Tighten guy line rope (careful not to

overtighten).

Secure the next guy line on the opposite side.

Finish securing the remaining 4 ropes.

STEP 5:   REPOSITION & TIGHTEN ROPES
Now that it is up you may noticed that some

quick adjustments can be made to help with

functionality. This may require moving your

stakes further away from the awning or to the

right or left a little and retightening.
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continued...

Never over tighten guy lines.  They are strong, but using too much

force can tear the canvas loop.

Monitor the tension of your guy line ropes, as rain and wind can

cause them to loosen.

Do not pack or store wet.

Cleaning:

Use Iosso branded mildew & stain remover to spot clean.

Never use bleach

FINAL TIPS 

OPTIONAL:  ADD MORE POLES
Add 3-6 more poles to increase the usable shelter space.  Doing so

will require longer guy line ropes, but this option could be worth the

extra investment for the added camp comfort,


